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UAS (Unmanned Aircraft System) technologies are today extremely required in various fields of interest, from military to civil
(search and rescue, environmental surveillance and monitoring, and entertainment). Besides safety and legislative issues, the main
obstacle to civilian applications of UAS systems is the short time of flight (endurance), which depends on the equipped power system
(battery pack) and the flight mission (low/high speed or altitude). Long flight duration is fundamental, especially with tasks that
require hovering capability (e.g., river flow monitoring, earthquakes, devastated areas, city traffic monitoring, and archeological
sites inspection). This work presents the conceptual design of a Hybrid Unmanned Aircraft System (HUAS), merging a commercial
off-the-shelf quadrotor and a balloon in order to obtain a good compromise between endurance and weight. The mathematical
models for weights estimation and balloon static performance analysis are presented, together with experimental results in different
testing scenarios and complex environments, which show 50% improvement of the flight duration.

1. Introduction
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) play an important role
in various military and civil applications, particularly for
monitoring and surveillance of areas (urban traffic, coast
guard patrolling, border patrolling, detection of illegal
imports, archeological site prospection, etc.), climate research
(weather forecast, river flow), agricultural studies, air composition and pollution studies, inspection of electrical power
lines, monitoring gas or oil pipe lines, entertainment, and TV:
their diffusion is mainly due to the capacity to perform dangerous, sensitive, environmentally critical, or dull tasks with
low costs and increased manoeuvrability and survivability.
Most civilian UAS missions require flying speeds lower than
50 kts (70 km/hr) at low altitudes, with hovering capability
to perform close proximity inspection (e.g., air quality measurements at high spatial resolution [1], powerline inspection,
subsurface geology and agriculture [2], mineral resource
analysis, or incident control by police and fire services) [3–5].
Some missions also require significant flight duration time.
Increasing endurance generally implies additional costs in
terms of fuel consumption and airframe complexity, resulting

in reduced efficiency of payload and/or reduced range for
size, mass, and financial cost.
Currently, a broad range of UAS exists, from small and
lightweight fixed-wing aircrafts to rotor helicopters, largewingspan airplanes, and quadcopters, generally providing
persistence beyond the capabilities of manned vehicles [6].
Table 1 [7] classifies UAS with respect to mass, range, flight
altitude, and endurance.
VTOL (Vertical Take-Off and Landing) aircrafts provide
many advantages with respect to Conventional Take-Off and
Landing (CTOL) vehicles, first of all the capability of hovering
and the small area required for take-off and landing. Among
VTOL aircrafts, such as conventional helicopters and crafts
with rotors like the tilt-rotor and fixed-wing aircrafts with
directed jet thrust capability, the quadrotor or quadcopter
is often preferred, especially in the academic research on
mini- or microsize UAS. Quadrotors are a good alternative
to conventional rotorcrafts, due to their ability to hover and
move without the complex systems of linkages and blade
elements typical of a standard single-rotor vehicle [5] [8, Ch.
1]. By employing four rotors to generate differential thrust,
the quadrotor gains flexibility, swift manoeuvrability, and
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Table 1: Extract of UAV categories defined by UVS International
(Unmanned Vehicle Systems Association). Figures on category
name “mini” depend on different countries.
Category name

Mass
[kg]

Micro
<5
Mini
<25/30/150
Close range
25–250
Medium range
50–250
High altitude,
>250
long range

Range
[km]

Flight
Endurance
altitude [m]
[hours]

<10
<10
10–30
30–70

250
150/250/300
3000
3000

1
<2
2–4
3–6

>70

>3000

>6
Figure 1: The adopted small quadrotor (Conrad 450 ARF 35 Mhz).

Table 2: Comparison among different VTOL concepts and design
issues (see text for explanation).
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1
Mechanics simplicity
Aerodynamics
1
complexity
2
Low-speed flight
1
Stationary flight
2
Control cost
2
Payload/volume
3
Maneuverability
3
High-speed flight
2
Miniaturization
3
Power cost
Survivability/Endurance 2
22
Total quality index

1

1

1

3

4

3

4

1

1

1

1

3

1

4

4
4
1
2
4
2
2
2
1
24

3
4
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
24

2
2
1
1
3
3
4
3
3
24

3
4
1
2
2
4
3
2
3
28

4
3
3
1
1
1
1
4
3
28

4
4
4
4
2
1
4
2
3
32

4
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
33

Design driver

increased payload. Table 2, adapted from [5], gives quality
indexes (from 1 = bad to 4 = very good) for some design issues
pertaining to different VTOL vehicle concepts, namely, birdlike (A), single-rotor (B), tandem rotors (C), insect-like (D),
axial rotor (E), blimp (F), coaxial rotors (G), and quadrotor
(H).
The quadrotor has good ranking among VTOL vehicles,
but it still keeps some drawbacks. For example, the craft size
is rather large; the energy consumption is great; therefore the
flight time is short, the control algorithms are very complex,
as only four actuators have to control the six degrees of
freedom (DOF) of the craft (a quadrotor is a typical example
of an underactuated system), and the changing aerodynamic
interference patterns between the rotors have to be taken into
account [5, Chap. 3] [8, Parts I and II].
Endurance is a fundamental task in UAS design. Generally, it depends on the payload and the aircraft mission (search
and rescue, inspection tasks, etc.). Typical UAS endurances
are in the range from 30 min (micro UAS) to 24 hours (high
altitude, long endurance, or HALE, vehicles). Table 3 classifies
UAS in terms of mass, range, flight altitude, and endurance.
Extended flight duration has been mainly addressed by
means of optimization of the electric propulsion system
[9, 10], use of hybrid-electric systems [11], investigation
on innovative power sources [12, 13], use of solar-powered

HALE [14], or use of a variable pitch propeller [15]. This
work proposes an alternative approach to improve endurance
of a nonexpensive (micro-UAV), commercial quadrotor, by
applying a balloon to reduce weight and power consumption.
Little research is available in the literature in the field of
low-altitude, low-speed UAVs equipped with balloons, except
for some work related to subsurface geology detection with a
hybrid UAV equipped with an airbag [16]. Our approach aims
for a multimission platform with dedicated payload, suitable
for a broad range of applications in the fields of Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM), exploration, search and
rescue, remote sensing, and environmental monitoring.
The mini quadrotor used for our investigations is the
Conrad Quadrocopter 450 ARF [17], shown in Figure 1.
The quadrotor is equipped with a payload composed of a
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver module, an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), a sonar altimeter, a small camera module, and main microcontroller hardware (Arduino,
Raspberry). Such a payload was selected considering a
multimission data gathering platform (attitude measurement,
GPS data collection, remote sensing, vision-based navigation,
etc. [18–20]). Typical endurance of the chosen quadrotor is
less than 2 hours (without payload), whereas in our case
(motor propeller plus payload) the flight time has found to
be less than 1 hour [18]. Balloons are not easily manoeuvrable,
but a hybrid solution (quadcopter merging) could effectively
exploit the advantages of a quadrotor vehicle (flexibility, welldesigned structure, and security) and the strength points of a
balloon (low noise, low energy consumption, and buoyancy
providing most of the flight lift), increasing endurance by
reducing power consumption [2, 20, 21].
The preliminary design involves determination of
weights, gross static lifting capability of the balloon (i.e., the
portion of the balloon’s total lift attributable to its buoyancy),
lifting gas properties, atmospheric conditions in the flight
range, and influence of the balloon size on lift. Although the
dynamics and aerodynamics of the HUAS operations must
be considered in a complete design of the balloon, we will
consider only the balloon static performance, following the
approach described in [22].
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we
present the HUAS conceptual design. In Section 3 we describe
the mathematical models to estimate weight and size of
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Table 3: UAS classification based on mass, distance covered, altitude, and flight endurance [5].
Category
name
Micro
Mini
Close range
Medium range
Low endurance
High altitude, long range
Medium altitude
long endurance
(MALE)
High altitude
long endurance
(HALE)

Mass
[kg]

Range
[km]

Flight
altitude
[m]

Endurance
[hours]

<5
5–100
25–250

<10
<10
10–30

250
150–300
3000

1
<2
2–4

50–250

30–70

3000

3–6

>250

>70

>3000

>6

>1000

>100

5000–15000

<24

>10000

>100

>15000

24+

the inflated balloon and to calculate its static performance,
presenting preliminary results in Section 4. In Section 5 we
present our conclusions and future research challenges.

2. HUAS Conceptual Design
The most interesting improvement created by the HUAS is
the aerostatic lift provided by the balloon, which, combined
with the fan lift of the propulsion system, allows the vehicle
to achieve easy take-off, climbing, hovering, and landing with
reduced power consumption. The main issues which inspired
us to propose a hybrid solution are as follows:
(1) Effective control of the HUAS flight path by static lift
(provided by the balloon) and rotor power: this allows
hovering, flying, climbing, and landing at any height,
improving flexibility of the mission and enlarging the
range of applicability.
(2) Low operating speed, low-altitude missions, operation in discontinues trajectories: the HUAS could
be effectively used in high-resolution spatiotemporal
sampling applications and in monitoring known environments.
(3) Minimization of complexity of the fuselage structure,
drive mechanisms, and engine systems: this implies
simpler manufacturing process and shorter production cycle.
(4) Low noise, low vibration, low turbulence generation:
the HUAS does not disturb the environment that
is being monitored or measured and reduces sensor
noise and potential hardware malfunction due to
vibration.
(5) Reduced cost of energy and power systems and
rapid prototyping: the HUAS is an advanced lowcost system easily viable for potential commercial
operators.
A stand-alone balloon is not easily manoeuvrable mainly
for its big inertia, but in static conditions it is very reliable.

Figure 2: HUAS design concept.

It is possible to manage and control the balloon by means
of propeller speed changes. Creating hybrid lift (static lift
and fan lift) to achieve take-off, hovering, and landing with
reduced energy consumption would improve flight duration.
The overall system is able to correct any change of flight
attitude due to voluntary actions or instability induced by the
balloon.
Figures 2 and 3 show the structure of the HUAS, with
a basic balloon, support lines, safety lines, and a synthetic
model of the quadcopter. The balloon diameter has been
chosen to be 1.5 m. Thrust propellers improve manoeuvrability of the HUAS. A simple web frame is chosen to wrap
the balloon and link to quadrotor; it is a nonrigid solution,
able to keep the two systems linked but independent, each
with its own function: the balloon for static gross lift (mainly
upward) and the quadrotor for flight control. The buoyancy
of the balloon provides most of the flight lift, reducing power
consumption and increasing endurance. 3D CAD software
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Table 4: Endurance for the two LiPo batteries used.
Capacity of
LiPo battery

Take-off and landing

Hovering

<5 min
<5 min

≈40 min
≈15 min

4000 mAh
1800 mAh

dynamic properties were not considered, postponing their
evaluation to future work.

Figure 3: HUAS 3D CAD.

3.1. Take-Off Weight Estimation. For a correct evaluation of
the gross static lift provided by the balloon, it is necessary
to estimate the HUAS take-off gross weight (𝑊TO ), which
depends on all components of the HUAS (the quadcopter
structure, payload, battery pack, support lines, safety lines,
tether lines, and the balloon itself).
The net force acting on the balloon tether line equals the
gross static lift of the balloon less the constant tare of the bag.
Equation (1) gives the gross static lift 𝐿 of the balloon [22]:
𝐿 = (𝜌air − 𝜌𝑔 ) 𝑉𝑔 ,

(1)

where 𝑉𝑔 is the volume occupied by the gas when the balloon
is fully inflated. In ideal conditions, the gross lift is equal to
𝑊TO , given by
𝑊TO = 𝑊eq + 𝑊𝐵 + 𝑊batt + 𝑊𝑝 ,

Figure 4: LiPo battery packs used in research tests.

was used to make a preliminary structure for successive
balloon size validation.
The installed battery packs are lightweight LiPo (Lithium
Polymer), with capacities of 1800 mAh and 4000 mAh
@11.1 V, respectively (Figure 4).
Endurance in minutes, without the balloon, for a normal
mission (take-off, hovering, and landing) is shown in Table 4.

3. Estimation of Weights and Balloon Sizing
Each configuration was checked through a static analysis
in CAD software, choosing a solution which allowed us to
achieve good compromise between weight and lift. The analytical techniques described in [22] were applied, considering
three subsystems of the HUAS:
(i) Inflation gas
(ii) Balloon structure
(iii) Quadrotor system
Weight and the static performance of each part were
determined separately and successively added. Inertia and

(2)

where weights are referred to empty quadcopter 𝑊eq , balloon
(lines, gas, and bag included) 𝑊𝐵 , battery pack 𝑊batt , and
payload (sensors onboard) 𝑊𝑝 . Obviously, 𝑊𝐵 depends on
the balloon size and is the unknown parameter, whereas the
other contributions to 𝑊TO are constant and known. Using a
weight coefficient 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑊𝑥 /𝑊TO (with 𝑥 representing any of
the subscripts in the right side of (2)), (2) is rewritten as
𝑘eq +

𝑊𝐵
+ 𝑘batt + 𝑘𝑝 = 1
𝑊TO

(3)

and derive 𝑊TO as follows:
𝑊TO = −

𝑊𝐵
(𝑘eq + 𝑘batt + 𝑘𝑝 )

.

(4)

The UAS system considered in this work has a total
weight (𝑊eq + 𝑊batt + 𝑊𝑝 ) of about 3 kg: this is, according
to Archimedes’ law, the buoyancy requirement.
3.2. Balloon Static Performance and Sizing. A classical airship
has various configurations: flabby balloon with ballonet (air
chamber), partially inflated and fully inflated (Figure 5). It can
also be composed of two parts: a hull and a tail fin assembly.
In this work, a fully inflated configuration (logging balloon,
without tail fin) was chosen.
For safe flight conditions, the gas volume in fully inflated
configuration must always be less than or equal to the
total volume. Correct sizing must also take into account
temperature and pressure influences on the lifting gas, which
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Table 5: Lifting gas comparison.
Lifting force of
1 m3 of gas

Partially inflated
Vlif ting_gas < Vtotal

11.8 N
10.9 N
##

60000.00

Fully inflated
Vlif ting_gas = Vtotal

Ballonet
(air)

70000.00

80000.00
90000.00

0.50

0.07

0.60

0.08

0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30

0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19

330.00
320.00
310.00
300.00
290.00
280.00
270.00
260.00
250.00

Temperature (K)

0.178 kg/m
0.090 kg/m3
1.292 kg/m3

Helium density (kg/m3 )

Helium (He)
Hydrogen (H)
Air

0.06

Air density (kg/m3 )

3

0.40
50000.00

Pressure (Pa)

Density at sea level and
0∘ C

Lifting gas

100000.00

Figure 5: Balloon configurations.

110000.00

Figure 6: Density-pressure-temperature nomogram and initial
inflation determination (dashed line).

𝑉𝐷 =

𝑊TO
(1 − (𝑝𝑔 /𝑝air ) (𝑅air /𝑅𝑔 )) (𝑔𝑝air /𝑅air 𝑇∗ )

𝑊He = 𝜌𝑔 𝑉𝐷,

,

(5)
(6)

where 𝑇∗ = 𝑇𝑔 /𝑇air and 𝑉𝐷 is referred to a fully inflated
balloon.

250.00

330.00

260.00

5.00

300.00
6.00

290.00
280.00

7.00
270.00
260.00

8.00

Lift per kg of helium (kg∗kg)

310.00

270.00
280.00
290.00
300.00

Helium temperature (K)

320.00

Air temperature (K)

obviously must have density lower than air density. Among
several available types of lifting gases (hot air, hydrogen,
helium, ammonia, etc.), we have chosen helium (He), due
to its availability and readiness to use without many control
systems (valve, pipes, etc.). Table 5 compares lifting forces of
He and hydrogen.
From (1), we consider a lifting force for 1 m3 of gas at sea
level and 0∘ C. Lift decreases proportionally with the altitude
(temperature and pressure). The evaluation of the lifting force
is only referred to 1 m3 of lifting gas and does not include the
bag and lines of the balloon.
The balloon was modelled as a sphere, which contains
lifting gas sufficient to equalize, more or less, 𝑊TO . The
main mission parameters to be defined are altitude (pressure
altitude (pressure altitude is the reading of an altimeter when
adjusted to the standard MSL (mean sea level) atmospheric
pressure of 1013.25 mbar (29.98 inches of mercury); it does not
correspond to the actual elevation): PA, temperature 𝑇), gas
density, and air density. Typical PA values in the range 6–20 m
(20–65 ft) and air temperature of 288 K (15∘ C), reasonably
constant in the selected altitude range, were considered. The
density-pressure-temperature nomogram (Figure 6) can be
used to determine the inflation requirements of the balloon.
The blue dashed line in Figure 6 shows the initial inflation
in the selected operational conditions and determines a
balloon gas density of 0.168 kg/m3 . The design volume 𝑉𝐷 of
the spherical balloon and the weight of the inflation gas, 𝑊He ,
were computed through use of the perfect gas law, giving

310.00
320.00
330.00

250.00
9.00

Figure 7: Nomogram for the expected gross static lift (𝑇air =
299 K, 𝑇He = 322 K).

Equation (7) gives the design volume (cubic feet are the
preferred unit in the compressed-gas industry) required in
standard conditions, 𝑉STD :
𝑉STD =

𝜌𝑔

𝑊TO
.
𝜌STD (1 − (𝑝𝑔 /𝑝air ) (𝑅air /𝑅𝑔 )) (𝑔𝑝air /𝑅𝑒 𝑇∗ ) (7)

It is now possible to calculate the expected gross static
lift (𝐿 exp ), given by (1), considering the nomogram for initial
inflation, shown in Figure 7. From the blue dashed line 𝐿 exp is
found to be 6.78 kg per kg of He, considering the maximum
expected temperatures: 𝑇air = 299 K (≈27∘ C) and 𝑇He =
322 K (≈49∘ C).
Generally, 𝐿 depends on atmospheric pressure and temperature, but we considered a constant pressure value, due
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to the low altitude and the small altitude range (0 to 19 m)
chosen.
The gross static lift 𝐿 is given by
𝐿=

𝐿 exp 𝜌𝑔 𝑊TO
(1 − (𝑝𝑔 /𝑝air ) (𝑅air /𝑅𝑔 )) (𝜌STD 𝑔𝑝air /𝑅air 𝑇∗ )

.

(8)

Table 6: PVC mechanical characteristics.
Property
Specific weight
Yielding tension
Elastic modulus
Hardness SHORE D

The design volume 𝑉𝐷 is the main parameter determining
gross static lift for a specific diameter of the balloon. Various
diameters have been considered, in order to attain good
efficiency (𝐿(𝑉𝐷)/Drag ≈ 1), at low altitude and low speed.
Recalling that 𝑊TO is equal to 3 kg, the balloon weight 𝑊𝐵
given by
(9)

has to be added. 𝑊He is given by (6), and the remaining
weights are a function of 𝑉𝐷 and the material used for the
bag and the lines. In Section 4 we will show a set of diameters
and the corresponding solutions.
The balloon thickness is obviously dependent on the
helium pressure, which in turn depends on temperature,
volume of the bag (𝑉𝐷), and number of moles of He. Using
the ideal gas law and assuming operational conditions at 𝑇 =
15∘ C (288.15 K) and 𝑝 = 1031.25 hPa, the helium pressure,
which must be sustained by the structure (bag), is given by
𝑝He =

𝑛𝑅𝑇
.
𝑉𝐷

(10)

Young-Laplace law [23] can be used to derive the pressure
difference Δ𝑝 = 𝑝He − 𝑝air , across the interface between air
and helium, assuming a spherical balloon of radius 𝑟:
Δ𝑝 =

2𝜏 (𝑟)
,
𝑟

(11)

where 𝜏 is the surface tension (obviously, Δ𝑝 should be less
than the maximum tension of the balloon, to avoid bursting).
The material chosen for the balloon was PVC (polyvinyl
chloride), whose mechanical characteristics are summarized
in Table 6.
It turned out that the tension forces 𝜏 are small and the
balloon pressure is very close to the atmospheric pressure.
Therefore, thickness in the range 0.10–0.30 mm is sufficient
to guarantee the necessary lift, keeping the balloon away from
bursting conditions.

4. Preliminary Results
The test field and the atmospheric conditions are very
important in order to evaluate the lifting properties of the
inflation gas used for our HUAS. Experimental results were
acquired considering three cases (modelling three different
environmental conditions):
(i) Standard operating conditions (International Standard Atmosphere, ISA, 0 km mean sea level (MSL),
temperature 15.0∘ C (288.15K), density 1.225 kg/m3 ,
and pressure 1013.25 hPa)

Method
ISO 1183
DIN EN ISO 527
DIN EN ISO 527
ISO 868

Value
1.42
58
3000
82

7
6
5
L (kg)

𝑊𝐵 = 𝑊He + 𝑊bag + 𝑊lines

Units
g/cm3
MPa
MPa
—

4
3
2
1
0

0

0.5

1

1.5
2
Diameter (m)

2.5

3

Figure 8: Gross static lift versus balloon diameter.

(ii) Complex scenario (ISA +25∘ C and ISA −25∘ C)
In this paper only the temperature variation of air and of
the inflation gas is considered. Relative humidity is not taken
into account due to its negligible influence on the lifting properties. Air speed has been set equal to 0 (hovering condition).
No variation on the payload mass was taken into account,
since there is no fuel consumption. Table 7 summarizes the
expected operating conditions and the helium expected gross
static lift in the standard operating conditions.
Helium density and the expected gross static lift are quite
similar (see Figures 6 and 7) and were considered constant.
On average, we have a gross static lift (from (8)) of 2.84 kg. In
this case, one kg of He is sufficient to lift the UAS and sensors
(𝑊eq + 𝑊batt + 𝑊𝑝 ).
Using a spherical configuration, the total gross static lift
becomes a function of the balloon diameter, as shown in
Figure 8 (see also (6)).
Figure 9 shows the dependence of the gas weight (to be
added to obtain 𝑊TO ) on the balloon diameter.
In order to analyse the effects of temperature on the
static lift, we performed several tests in different conditions,
namely, ISA −25∘ C and ISA +25∘ C, that is, −10∘ C and +40∘ C,
as operational boundaries in which the HUAS is expected to
work.
By using the nomograms of Figures 6 and 7 and (8), an
estimate of the expected helium gross static lift is shown in
Table 8 and Figures 10 and 11.
We found little differences with respect to the standard
condition, concluding that the balloon can provide the
required lift even in complex scenarios, since its inflation
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Table 7: Lifting properties of He in standard (ISA) operating conditions.
Pressure
altitude [m]
7
10
13
16
19

Air or helium
temperature
[∘ C]

Helium expected
gross static lift
[kg per kg of He]

Helium
density
[kg/m3 ]

Air density
[kg/m3 ]

17.1045
17.0850
17.0655
17.0460
17.0265

6.78
6.78
6.78
6.78
6.78

0.1681
0.1681
0.1681
0.1682
0.1682

1.2241
1.2238
1.2234
1.2231
1.2227

Table 8: Results in ISA −25∘ C and ISA +25∘ C operating conditions.
Pressure
altitude
[m]
7
10
13
16
19
7
10
13
16
19

Air or helium
temperature
[∘ C]

Helium
expected gross
static lift
[kg per kg He]

Helium
density
[kg/m3 ]

Air
density
[kg/m3 ]

Gross static
lift (see (8))
[kg]

−10.609
−10.609
−10.608
−10.605
−10.605
40.253
40.248
40.233
40.230
40.226

6.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
6.21
6.21
6.21
6.21
6.21

0.161
0.161
0.161
0.161
0.161
0.158
0.158
0.158
0.158
0.158

1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15

2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61
2.61

2.5
0.40

80000.00

0.07

0.60

0.08
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19

0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30

90000.00
0

0.5

1

1.5
Diameter (m)

2

2.5

330.00
320.00
310.00
300.00
290.00
280.00
270.00
260.00
250.00

Temperature (K)

0.5

70000.00

0.50

Helium density (kg/m3 )

1

Air density (kg/m3 )

60000.00

Pressure (Pa)

Whelium (kg)

1.5

0

0.06

50000.00

2

3

Figure 9: Gas weight versus balloon diameter.

100000.00
110000.00
ISA −25∘ C
ISA +25∘ C

requirement is not dependent on temperature in the range
from −10 to +40∘ C.
The total balloon weight 𝑊𝐵 is estimated considering
a PVC bag with thickness in the range 0.18–0.28 mm. The
weight of the link lines is reasonably constant within the
considered thickness range.
A diameter of 2.7 meters provides full 𝑊TO equivalence
(bag and lines included, see Figure 9), but in terms of control

Figure 10: Air and helium densities in ISA −25∘ C and ISA +25∘ C.

and manoeuvring it is a poor choice, since such a value
involves high drag force, depending on body sectional area,
acting opposite to the relative motion. This, in turn, involves
weak manoeuvrability and control. Since our goal is to reduce
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250.00

330.00

300.00
6.00

290.00
280.00

7.00

270.00
260.00

8.00

Lift per kg of helium (kg per kg)

Air temperature (K)

310.00

UAS
Take-off and
Hovering
landing

260.00

5.00

270.00
280.00
290.00
300.00

Helium temperature (K)

320.00

Table 9: HUAS versus UAS endurance.

<5 min
<5 min

≈40 min
≈15 min

320.00

Ballon
diameter

Power consumption

∘

Figure 11: Expected static lift per kg of He in ISA −25∘ C and ISA
+25∘ C. The value (almost the same for both cases) has been found to
be about 6.22 kg per kg of He.

power consumption of the rotors to increase endurance, it is
not necessary to maximize the total gross lift (i.e., 𝐿 = 𝑊TO ).
In this preliminary design (Figure 12 shows the relationships
among design parameters), a solution with gross static lift less
than 𝑊TO has been chosen, resulting in low diameter and low
drag force, with acceptable manoeuvrability and control.
Under these hypotheses, considering the initial inflation
parameters, it is be possible to estimate gross static lift values
for a specific balloon diameter. The generated gross lift is 67%
of 𝑊TO , for a 2-meter balloon diameter: in this condition
the HUAS is able to come back to the ground by its own
gravity. During landing and hovering, the lift provided by the
balloon and quadcopter can help to get the desired hovering
height; so, the total lift is less than the HUAS weight (sensors
included). If the propeller speed decreases, the HUAS can
land due to its own weight.
Table 9 shows increased performance of the HUAS
in the hovering phase, with respect to the standard UAS
(without balloon), showing 50% and 40% improvement on
the hovering time with the 4000 mAh and 1800 mAh LiPo
battery pack used, respectively. No significant change in takeoff and landing time was observed.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper reported the main phases of the conceptual design
of a low-cost (less than 2 k€), electrically powered hybrid UAS
(quadrotor + airship). We investigated the HUAS capability
of extended cruise endurance by analysing the design drivers
affecting the craft flight time. With respect to conventional
electric-motor/battery powered UAS, in which increasing
endurance requires heavier batteries, with a consequent
weight increment, we propose a solution that increases
endurance by using a balloon, resulting in a favourable
endurance/weight ratio.

≈60 min
≈25 min

Drag

9.00
ISA −25 C
ISA +25∘ C

<5 min
<5 min
Manoeuvrability
and control

310.00

330.00

250.00

4000 mAh
1800 mAh

HUAS
Take-off and
Hovering
landing

Gross static lift

Take-off
weight

Figure 12: Relationships among design parameters.

The installation of a balloon with a diameter of about
2 meters provided significant increase in flight time, as
demonstrated in test missions developed in situ (urban
traffic monitoring scenario). As shown in Table 9, the HUAS
endurance (with 1800 mAh LiPo battery) increased by 50%.
The effect of temperature changes on the static lift provided
by the balloon (inflated with helium) has been found to be
negligible, providing an average value of 2.84 kg lift (27.8 N)
per kg of He.
Further investigations will focus on stability and control
problems [3, 22] of the HUAS, caused by wind flow (e.g.,
vertical/horizontal gusts [24, 25]), critical scenarios in takeoff and landing (e.g., sloped terrain, obstacles), and pendulum effects during left/right turning, which make trajectory
tracking and attitude stabilization challenging tasks [26].
These effects mainly depend on nonlinearities like coupling
between the quadrotor and the balloon. Nonlinear techniques
[27] are currently under study, together with a structural
modification of the craft. The main theoretical aspects to
be analysed in further developments will concern optimal
control techniques for the following critical issues:
(1) Stabilization and attitude control during the hovering
phase and capability of tracking straight-line trajectories [28, 29]
(2) Transition between flight modes and operation near
ground (especially in take-off and landing missions,
where the HUAS is supposed to smoothly reach a
desired hovering height or to descend from initial
height to 0 m)
(3) Collision avoidance
As a preliminary step, two additional propellers (Figure 13) will be added to the existing configuration in order
to provide thrust for flight direction changing. To remove the
nonlinearity introduced by pendulum moments, the tether
lines will be reduced, obtaining a final UAS + balloon single
structure shown in Figure 14. Preliminary simulations and
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Figure 13: Latest HUAS configuration, with directional propellers.

Figure 14: Newest configuration to reduce nonlinearities.

dynamic studies confirm improved HUAS stability, allowing
us to tune the mechanical design for optimal control sensitivity and disturbance rejection.
Another issue to be explored in further work is the purity
of the lifting gas (it is not easy to find 100% pure He),
which could impair the gas performance during the mission.
The impact of nonpure helium on the lifting properties is
currently under examination.

Nomenclature
𝜌𝑔 and 𝜌air :
𝑔:
𝐿:
𝑝, 𝑝𝑔 , and 𝑝air :
𝑅:
𝑇𝑔 and 𝑇air :
𝑉𝐷:
𝑉𝑔 :
𝑊 and 𝑊TO :

Gas density and air density (kgm−3 )
Gravitational acceleration (9.8066 ms−2 )
Static lift (kg)
Pressure, gas pressure, and air pressure
(Pa)
Perfect gas constant
(8.314 Pa m3 mol−1 K−1 )
Gas temperature and air temperature (K)
Balloon design volume (m3 )
Gas volume (m3 )
Weight and take-off gross weight (kg).
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